
 Science fiction in Spain

Even  though  the  science  fiction  genre  in  Spain  has  not  achieved  the  popularity  and  importance  as  in
Anglo-Saxon countries, there is still a tradition with many published titles.

It  can  be  considered  that  the  genre  began in  the  16th  century,  among these  early  authors  are  Antonio  de
Guevara with Golden book of Marco Aurelio in 1527. Some authors even suggest some passages where prodigious
objects are described in the Sarracina the Chronicle, 1430 manuscript of Pedro del Corral or some works of Francisco
de Quevedo.  Also we have Clavideño adventure,  the flying wooden horse riding the Ingenious Gentleman and his
squire in the second part (Chap. XLI) of Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes published in 1615. 

Juan de Espina y Velasco, who during the reign of Philip II, wrote technological wonders as built-in beds,
"music thread", robots, image projectors and so on. 

But it was not until the seventies of the nineteenth century when a real boom of the pseudo-science fiction that
definitely will excel in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century with the beginnings of the popular novel
and the publication of brochures occurs.

Miquel  Estorch  Siqués (1809-1870).  Lawyer,  writer,  mathematician  and  amateur  astronomer  born  in  Olot
(Girona), published between 1856-58 Lunigrafía, with curious news about the productions, language, religion, laws and
customs of lunícolas, under the pseudonym Krotz. In this work, published in several chapters, there is a bitter criticism
of the reign of Elizabeth II and has the virtue of being the first fictions imagine the trip to the moon within a cannonball,
method repeated years later Jules Verne and others.

Antonio de San Martin (1841-1887). This author, impenitent reader of the work of Quevedo, thought that if
Verne had traveled to the moon he would do to Jupiter. A trip to Jupiter: the Marquis de Belmonte adventure was
published in 1871 by deliveries. In this work the adventure of a
noble  that  after  an  unhappy love  affair,  he  left  Jupiter  in  a
balloon accompanied by a Chinese astronomer. On the way the
noble dreams of arrival at Jupiter arrival will not know if it's
real until the end of the novel.

Juan  Pérez  Zúñiga (1860-1938).  The  author  of  the
famous  Travel  Morrocotudos  has  left  us  one  of  the  most
hilarious trips to the moon. Published in 1905, six days out of
the world: Involuntary Journey, Zuniga tells himself as he is
visited by a bizarre character who seeks support from the writer
to implement a crazy adventure, travel into space with a device
of his invention It is subtracted from the serious (perhaps the
"cavorite" Wells?) and you can rise to a drawer. The intrepid
travelers leave the space mounted in a cabinet and a ham and
supplies.  After  many  adventures  including  fights  with  the
"venustianos"  causes  a  physiological  need  and  expeditionary
have to land on the Moon for greater water being evacuated,
the first men to leave this present in the Moon.

Then already in the 60s of last century they gathered the
best  known  in  the  major  magazine  New  Dimension,  and
between  80-90  had  a  new burst  through collections   pocket
books. In the present genres like Z and utopias set the pace, by
the Steampunk and urban terror.

Among the most prominent authors have the following:

Domingo Santos.

Born in Barcelona in 1941. Pedro Domingo collaborated with the magazine Bang ! He then founded the Spanish



science fiction magazine New Dimension with Sebastian Martinez and Luis Vigil.

He published his first novel in 1959 and since then he has alternated activities writer, editor, compiler, director of
collections or translator, one of the greatest promoters of the genre.

Author of more than twenty novels, his works are " Gabriel, story of a robot", one of his best. Gabriel is a robot
that  lacks the limiting laws of  robotics.  Gabriel  experiment  is  to create  a  robot that  goes beyond blind obedience
imposed by the masters programs that prevent their peers perform certain actions that could harm humans. Gabriel is
activated with full knowledge of what it is. No need to learn, since it has provided a broad base of knowledge. It is
therefore  a  newborn to  quickly acquire  knowledge and life  experience.  The superior  being who considers  himself
nothing will be activated moderate and mediated as gets to know human beings and sharing their feelings. Gabriel is
humanized though still considered different. This almost messianic superiority Gabriel will involve the task of helping
their "fellow" human trying to prevent war between the moon colony that is independent, and Earth.

Gabriel  was  published  in  the  Nebulae  collection  in  the  60s  and
translated into several languages, becoming the first novel of this genre that
transferred the Spanish borders.

Javier Negrete.

Born in Madrid in 1964. In 1992 published the twilight state, and in
1995 earned a special mention in the 1995 edition of the UPC award for Lux
Aeterna.  The  next  year  he  published  Nox  Perpetua,  with  a  much  more
adventurous  nature  than  his  previous  works,  being  framed  in  the  classic
adventure literature.

Memory  dragon  novel  that  moves  in  the  field  of  juvenile  fantasy
literature appears in 1997. That same year publishes his first long novel, The
look of the Furies.

In 2000 UPC gets the prize with the story Finder shadows. Three years
later he published Kalanum Heros, considered by some as a young adult novel.
That same year presented the prize UPC its short novel The Myth of Er.

Another great his success in 2003 was The beloved of the gods, finalist Vertical smile, awarded to the best erotic
works. 

In 2003 he made a radical change and demonstrates its large dowries for heroic fantasy novel with his Flaming
sword. This is a fantastic story that revolves around Zemal, the legendary flaming sword forged by the gods. Killed his
previous carrier, the race begins to take over her. The greatest masters of the sword, the tahedoranes, will face each
other for the ultimate prize. Derguín Gorion, a young tahedorán, accompanied by powerful friends, comes into conflict
with the sword. Before him, the most fearsome of enemies, Togul Barok, the chosen of the gods, man of the double
pupils. The flaming sword was a bestseller and critical, and is also acclaimed in France. Actually, this is the first novel
by Negrete, who at age 17 attempted to publish under the title of The Jauca of good luck, but found no response from
publishers. Disappointed, he hid it in a drawer until he decided to take it up, completely rewriting it. Subsequently the
second part of the novel 'The spirit of the magician, another successful sales-, which is intended as a trilogy.

In 2006 Lords of Olympus, which incorporates one of the issues with which Javier Negrete is better, Greek
mythology. This novel is the story of the confrontation between Zeus and Typhon, a winged demon.

The following year published Alexander and the eagles of Rome, one uchronia in which Alexander is out to
conquer the West facing the Roman legions. This work marks a transition to some historical novel genre to which he
dedicated his next novel: Salamina (2008), which recounts the events surrounding the famous naval battle.

In 2009 he returned to classical Greece with the publication of an essay on its history: The great adventure of the
Greeks and a year later sees the light Atlantis, a techno-thriller in which the protagonists are the exact location of the
lost continent. In mid-2010 also it announced the imminent publication of the termination of his series of Tramorea: The
dream of the gods. Later the author himself announced that the conclusion divided into two parts: the mentioned dream
of the gods and the heart of Tramorea, published in October 2010 and May 2011, respectively.



Miquel Barceló

He born in Mataró in 1948, he is PhD in computer science, aeronautical engineer and graduate in nuclear energy.
He  directs  and  coordinates  the  doctoral  program  on  sustainability,  technology  and  humanism  of  the  Polytechnic
University of  Catalonia.  It  is  also known for  his monthly column for the computer  magazine " Byte"  or for  their
contributions to various periodicals on astronomy and artificial intelligence.

Apart from the literary world, he works as a professor at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, so it is no
coincidence that the granting institution, the most important prize UPC of science Spanish fiction prize was created
thanks to him.

His most important works are:

The fall of the stars ( Novella, 2001) with Pedro Jorge Romero.

Testimoni of Narom ( Novella, 1998) with Pedro Jorge Romero.

Science fiction stories,(Periwinkle Editions, 1998), prologue and selection of Miquel Barceló and Pedro Jorge
Romero, an anthology of nine stories of many other contemporary Spanish authors, including options (1998) by Miquel
Barceló.

Paradoxes in science fiction II ( Rehearsal, Sirius 2005).

Elia Barceló.

Born in Elda, Alicante, Spain, on 29 January 1957. She is the author of The Lady Dragon, Holy, Land of Yarek,
Flight of the Hippogriff, The secret  of the goldsmith and the opponent. It  is considered one of the most important
writers in Spanish language, gender, along with Angelica and Argentina Gorodischer Daina Chaviano Cuba. The three
form the so-called "female trinity of science fiction in Latin America ".

Part of his work has been translated into French, Italian, Catalan, Dutch and Esperanto. Since 1997 also he writes
children's literature.

Juan Miguel Aguilera.

Born in Valencia in 1960, trained as an industrial designer. His first works were written in collaboration with
Javier Redal. They are stories framed in hard science fiction (hard) and set in The Saga of Akasa - Puspa. The recreation
of worlds and environments is very consistent and detailed. Worlds into the abyss and its sequels Sons of eternity and
Worlds and demons combine a typical plot of Space Opera with elements of science fiction hard. 

The shelter shows great scientific influence in biotechnology, biochemistry, communication between species or
evolving. He has also collaborated with writer Rafael Marín. In his solo works left in a secondary position the strictly
scientific details and blends elements of fantasy, a genre that he calls " speculative history." He has also participated as
screenwriter of film Castaway and on the comic Avatar.

Rodolfo Martínez

Born  in  Candás,  Asturias  in  1965.  Discover  the  science  fiction  and  fantasy  as  a  child,  probably  through
superhero comics and later through his father, a regular reader of the genre. He began publishing stories in magazines
and fanzines in the early nineties. Rodolfo Martinez is a personality within the fandom in Spain, not only as an author,
but also for the work it has developed in different associations and publications.

In 1995 he published his first novel, Cat's smile in Miraguano Editions, a novel of espionage cyberpunk, thus
leading to their stage of professional writer. The following year appear No Man's Land: Jormungand, Ediciones B, and
Wisdom of the dead people. With this novel begins his popular Holmes publications, where the Baker Street detective
faces and meet some of the most distinctive icons of popular culture of the nineteenth and twentieth century.



During the following years  it  maintained its  collaboration with
periodicals devoted to fantasy, but also begins to diversify story begins
to  publish  several  articles  in  magazines  Gigamesh  group  (Gigamesh,
Stalker and Yellow Kid).

In 1999 he published The abyss  looking back at  you. In 2004
writes Dream of Red King, where Rodolfo returns to his first cyberpunk
novel.

The following year,  Sherlock  Holmes and  the  footsteps  of  the
poet,  continuation  of  the  previous  Holmes  novel  appears  and  also
publishes Bibliópolis. And publishes the assassins of heaven.

It ends the year with the release of blind alleys where editions
Berenice collects his brief science fiction book and will be completed the
following year with mirror maze, collecting their stories of fantasy and
some of his poems.

In  2007  returns  to  the  fray  with  the  Baker  Street  detective
Sherlock Holmes and the mouth of Hell. Finally, in June 2008, it was
published Sherlock Holmes and no heir, his fourth novel  Holmes cycle
and that Rodolfo has confirmed that would be the last of this.

A month later goes out the abyss in the mirror, a rewrite and expansion of the abyss looking back at you.

In 2009, Rodolfo creates the imprint sportula and, through it, using digital printing on demand, published his
novel The Queen adept.

In 2010, and through sportula, edit Carpenter and rain the first of four volumes collected Drímar narrative cycle.

 In 2011 publishes with the publisher Dolmen Sondela and human fiercely with NGC Fiction !. Also, with its
own publishes this year 's Garden of Remembrance, part of the initiated Adept Queen cycle.

In 2012 he published his first book of essays : The science fiction of Isaac Asimov ', a comprehensive work of
American writer.

Jormungand published in 2013, his third compilation volume Drímar cycle. 

Eduardo Gallego and Guillem Sánchez i Gómez.

The authors wrote jointly The embassy, Asedro, Peacekeepers, Looking to the ancient gods, Dario, Feed the
hungry, After the disaster, I thought I saw a cute kitten and the essay What is science fiction?

The work of Gallego and Sanchez focuses  on UNICORP or Corporate Universe.  In the words of Domingo
Santos, it is "a motley universe, makes room for everything from the broader epics to the daily life, but mainly an
ever-present sense of wonder and, above all, a great sense of humor, sometimes patent, sometimes buried, which is one
of the main authors constants ".

Other prominent authors are:

Victor Conde, author of the cycle of the Metaverse, among other series of terror and juvenile fantasy.

Ángel Torres Quesada, author of the series Star Order under the pseudonym A. Thorkent.

Carlos Saiz Cidoncha one of the indisputable classics of Spanish science fiction, after nearly forty years of
literary activity.

Cesar Mallorquí, author of Circle of Jericho, The stamp collector and the flock.



Eduardo Vaquerizo, author of Dance of Darkness and The Last Night of Hypatia.

José Antonio Cotrina, author of The House of Black Hill, The lost sources, The pyramid, Out of phase and
Dead time (the latter two have been winners UPC Award 2000 and 2001 respectively) as well as various stories among
which we find Lilith, The judgment of the Gorgon and Salgari smile, Between the lines or Slump.

Juan Antonio  Fernández  Madrigal,  author  of  cycle  of  vipers  forms,  currently  comprised  of  three  books
(Magnificent snake forms, Umma and Bubble fragments bubble), and more than a hundred stories published in the
media gender diversity fantastic.

Gabriel Bermúdez Castillo, author of Journey to a Wu-Wei planet and The star man.

Javier Redal, co-author of Worlds in the abyss and Sons of eternity.

 Rafael Marín, author of Tears of light and Headless unicorns and Juggler, is the only Spanish writer who has
worked on comic book publisher Marvel Comics.

 Currently  the  narrative  of  science  fiction  is  getting  a  remarkable  growth  due  to  access  to  new forms  of
communication and promotion.


